Collaboration Overview
HKT SkyExchange Multi Cloud FAST Connect, a collaboration between HKT SkyExchange and Megaport, enables SkyExchange customers to establish
direct, secure and private connections to multiple cloud service providers, including Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web Service (AWS), Google Cloud Platform,
Microsoft Azure, and Oracle Cloud via a single port that supports multiple virtual private connections. Through HKT SkyExchange Multi Cloud FAST
Connect, enterprises in Hong Kong can build applications that span on-premise infrastructure and preferred cloud platforms in an agile manner with
enhanced security and performance, thus facilitating the building of scalable hybrid and multi-cloud models. Service is available in Hong Kong from
all 5 SkyExchange networked facilities management centers, located at TKO Industrial Estate, Po Lam, Wanchai, Sheung Wan, and Kwai Chung.

Key Service Features
• Wide Access Choice
Direct connection to any cloud regions through global fabrics,
achieving better performance on workload distribution

• One-Stop Multi-Cloud
Access multiple cloud service providers through a single port
• Secure & Direct
Secure private cloud connection, bypassing the public Internet
• High Performance
Dedicated private line where data access is fast, low latency, scalable
and reliable
• Agile & Flexible
Fast and highly available direct cloud access with redundant and
diverse connectivity options

• Software Defined Network
Multi-Cloud interconnectivity powered by Megaport, leading SDNenabled elastic interconnection services
• Carrier-grade Facilities
Comprehensive no-compromise protection, from physical to network
security, with round-the-clock support
• Convenient & Diverse Locations
Multi-site redundancy with interconnected facilities covering Hong
Kong, Kowloon and New Territories
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Competitive Edge From Hong Kong’s Leading Telecoms Provider
Enterprises seeking the highest standards of connectivity, complemented by a list of competitive features, inevitably choose HKT SkyExchange
facilities managed network services. All 5 SkyExchange networked facilities management centers, covering Hong Kong, Kowloon and New Territories,
are interconnected to provide a free flow of network resources, redundancy and protection. The carrier-grade facilities are ISO accredited with
comprehensive physical and network security measures built in place to guarantee high reliability. Skilled ICT professionals ensures swift response to
issues with round-the-clock monitoring and support. In particular, SkyExchange in TKO Industrial Estate has successfully achieved various
International standards such as ISO20000, ISO27001 and is compliant to TVRA and PCI-DSS to ensure services are effectively delivered and that
customers’ mission-critical infrastructure and information are properly protected.
HKT runs Hong Kong’s largest-scale fixed network and HKT SkyExchange networked facilities management centers are installed alongside HKT
network nodes, thus offering exceptionally fast and reliable last-mile connectivity to a majority of businesses in Hong Kong.
A direct zero-hop high-speed connection between network nodes and customer racks eliminates the need for local loop and minimizes network
latency and snags such as underground cable damage. The proximity to network nodes also greatly boosts scalability of network capacity as
business expands. Together with the latest addition of SkyExchange Multi Cloud FAST Connect service, enterprises can easily enjoy the benefits of
cloud by adding direct, secure and private connections to multiple cloud service providers through one single provider.

One-Stop Multi-Cloud Connectivity Through Megaport
To stay ahead of the pack, businesses require the agility to reduce risk and increase ROI; constant communication with customers to scale up service
quality and functionality; and increased efficiency through fast deployment of new and highly available services.
The Megaport Software Defined Network connects companies directly and securely to cloud, any cloud regions in the world, so they can distribute
workloads to or run the necessary applications from where it needs to be at the desired time. Our global, carrier grade network is literally directly
connected to the networks of our cloud partners, otherwise commonly referred to as a NNI (Network to Network Interface) connection. With 150+
locations globally, there is a wide choice of cloud service providers to choose from and this flexibility is particularly crucial for enterprises adopting a
hybrid or multi-cloud strategy.
From backup to disaster recovery to storage, enterprises can access their desired services, providers, and availability zones while enjoying the same
consistent experience via a single private connection from any SkyExchange networked facilities management centers through SkyExchange FAST
Connect. Each cloud connection, or virtual cross connect in the diagram, is a direct point-to-point Ethernet connection that is high speed, private, and
secure. It is therefore a dedicated cloud connection that is low latency, high performing, and highly reliable. Only because data does not pass through
the public internet, which is on best effort basis, can enterprises fully reap the benefits of cloud for improved efficiency and scalability.

About Megaport
Megaport is the global leading provider of Elastic Interconnection services. Using Software Defined Networking (SDN), the Company’s global platform
enables customers to rapidly connect their network to other services across the Megaport Network. Services can be directly controlled by customers
via mobile devices, their computer, or our open API. The Company’s extensive footprint in Australia, Asia Pacific, North America, and Europe, provides
a neutral platform that spans many key data centre providers across various markets. Megaport connects 860+ customers throughout 200+ data
centres in 41 cities across 19 countries. Megaport.com/about
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